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Fig. 1. The effect of Social distancing acceptance in public opinion

for the state and federal government to control the COVID-19

[4].

Romer & Jamieson survey of 840 individuals shows that :

• More than 37% believe that the COVID-19 virus is

human-made created by a Chinese in a lab [4].

• More than 32 % believe that the CDC inflated the danger

of COVID-19 and death to affect political events [4].

According to Laato et al. [5] research model, ”a person’s

trust in online information and perceived information over-

load are strong predictors of unverified information sharing.”

According to Pennycook et al. [6] investigations of 1600

individuals, people share fake news without knowing the

truthfulness and value of the news or information.

The primary threat regarding misinformation is that social

media users tend to share fake COVID news more than facts-

based news leading to conflicting and poor decision making

[7]. According to the survey of 483 participants, conspiracy,

political, and religious misinformation beliefs about COVID-

19 impairs decision making and have a negative impact on

individual responses [8] [9]. Nevertheless, social media plat-

forms like Facebook and Twitter have taken significant actions

”to try to limit the proliferation of disastrous misinformation

regarding COVID-19 by removing fact-checked false and po-

tentially harmful information” [8] [10]. Social bots can spread

misinformation about Coronavirus, and expert bot detection

Abstract—In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic changed the world 
significantly, and it is critical to have reliable online information 
about this virus. However, disinformation can have a negative 
effect on public opinion and can put the lives of millions in 
danger by ignoring the crucial precautions. People worldwide 
post their ideas about the coronavirus every second and create 
a rich source of information. In this work, we introduce an 
advanced natural language processing model to classify public 
opinion about the virus, which can help health organizations 
to take immediate actions to stop the spread of the virus by 
removing misinformation from online platforms. We introduce 
a new model with high classification accuracy to extract deep 
contextual information from online coronavirus comments based 
on main COVID-19 topics and use a robust model for sentiment 
classification based on more than twenty different datasets to 
detect the tweet’s text, which contains misinformation. The new 
model can generate reports about tweets that contain misinfor-
mation to the states requiring emergency precautions to stop the 
virus’s spread by removing the detected comments from their 
online platforms. Also, The new model can detect misinformation 
and prevent fake news by increasing public awareness about 
COVID-19.

Index Terms—Machine Learning, Misinformation, COVID-19, 
Natural Language processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the flu season is approaching, stress on the healthcare

system, especially hospitals, will be significantly impacted by

the overlap of COVID-19 and flu infections. Also, the opening

of universities might increase the spread of COVID-19 as

students from different parts of the country will come together

[1]. Figure 1, provided by the CDC, shows several coronavirus

cases in April when social distancing was not taken seriously

by public opinion. However, moving to May, there was a 50%

reduction in daily contacts, and in June, there was about 75%

reduction in daily contacts. So the public opinion about the

pandemic is critical and can affect the death toll significantly.

Several conspiracy theories and misinformation regarding

public health concerns have emerged over the years. There

has been a surge of misinformation and conspiracy theory

in response to the COVID-19 pandemic [2]. Believers of

conspiracy theories are less keen to follow any health advice

[3]. Beliefs in a COVID-19 conspiracy theory make it hard

© IEEE 2021. This article is free to access and download, along with rights for 
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Fig. 2. COVID-19 misinformation is distributed more on Twitter as compared
to traditional media [17]

methods [11] [12] [13]can be very helpful to detect these

types of bots based on the deep context of online comments in

the global pandemic. Summarizing the COVID-19 comments

by machine learning models can show people’s views about

global pandemic [14] [15] and can detect misinformation.

This work creates a new model for binary classification

of COVID-19 comments, which detects tweets containing

misinformation. Each component in the new model is chosen

based on the best classification accuracy. Also, memory usage

and computational time optimization in the training phase are

considered in model evaluation. All the COVID-19 comments

on social media platforms are unlabeled texts, and it is

costly and time consuming to label all comments. So We use

new transfer learning approach based on studies by [16] for

semantic extraction of online comments.

II. DATA SET

In this research, we use COVID-19 Open Research Datasets

that were collected by the NIH, CDC, White House, and

George Town university [18] as the main source for factual

information. Also, it includes 59,000 scholarly articles that

provide information on the coronavirus [18]. Kaggle data

sets in this research have USA COVID-19 data set as well

[18]. ”Uncover COVID-19 challenge” is another data set by

Roche Data Science Coalition [18]. We also use the COVID-

19 Twitter chatter dataset [19] and choose English tweets for

the sentiment classification in this research.

Also, there are various Twitter data sets about social interac-

tions of Twitter users and their behaviors about the COVID-19

pandemic [20], which is used in this research. The main reason

that we use different types of COVID-19 datasets is that having

a fair amount of COVID-19 tweets in each category of topics,

which is used in this research. Figure 2 displays disinformation

on social media compared with traditional news media. As

can be seen, social media platforms have more percentage of

misinformation sharing compared with the news COVID-19

[21].

III. METHODS

According to work by Heidari et al. [11], this research

creates a new model that can classify unlabeled data of Covid-

19 tweets’ texts with high accuracy for misinformation based

TABLE I
TEXTBLOB RESULTS FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION OF COVID-19

tweet sentiments
Topics

positive negative neutral
flu 38% 20% 42%
face-mask 42% 10% 48%
politics 4% 8% 88%

on the BERT model. Before the sentiment classification of

public opinion, we apply LDA topic modeling to collect

all related tweets to covid-19 topics. LDA topic modeling

identifies specific collocated keywords used when commenting

on COVID-19 on social media platforms. It will help us

identify the number of people who believe in the controversy

related to COVID, such as:

• COVID-19 is related to politics, and it is human-made

(politics)

• Face mask is not effective in Virus prevention(face mask)

• It is similar to the flu(Flu)

Three main categories of COVID-19 related topics are Flu,

Face mask, and Politics, which are selected by LDA topic

modeling. So we collect an equal number of tweets related

to each topic, 500,000 tweets in each category from different

datasets. We want to introduce a model that can clearly show

the sentiment and the context of public opinion about the

correlation of the COVID-19 virus and these three Topics.

The CDC, governmental agencies, and health organization can

use the results of this research to adopt health policies to

stop the spread of the virus by increasing public awareness

and detecting the tweets that contain misinformation about

the virus. Before we introduce a new model, We select the

sentiment classification model for the COVID-19 tweets. Then

we create a labeled dataset by using human annotators as

ground truth for this research and evaluate our new model

to detect tweets that contain misinformation.

A. TextBlob for sentiment analysis of public opinion based on

COVID-19 Tweets

After Collecting the tweets based on the LDA topic mod-

eling, at first, for sentiment analysis of online comments, we

examine TextBlob performance. We used the TextBlob to label

the Covid-19 tweets in three categories: Positive, negative, and

neutral comments. The TextBlob is based on the Naive Bayes

classifier, a supervised learning method, and it assigns 1 for

positive tweets, -1 for negative tweets, and 0 for neutral tweets.

The class label is assigned to the tweet’s text based on the

sentiment label with the most significant sentiment value.

Ti =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Positive if TSi > 0

Negative if TSi < 0

Neutral if TSi = 0

(1)

Table I shows the results of TextBlob based on the tweets

filtered by topic modeling. Tweets are categorized into three

different categories ”flu,” ”Face Masks,” and ”politics.” In each

category, all related tweets are collected. Since the tweet’s
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TABLE II
TF-IDF RESULTS FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

tweet sentiments
Topics

positive negative neutral
flu 38% 22% 40%
face-mask 10% 30% 60%
politics 12% 6% 82%

text about covid-19 are unlabelled data, as can be seen, the

TextBlob is not a robust classification model since many tweets

are categorized as neutral. The number of positive tweets about

the (Covid-19, flu) and (COVID-19, Face mask) is more than

the number of positive tweets about the(COVID-19, Politics).

Also, nearly all the comments about politics and COVID-19

are categorized as neutral. Since many tweets are classified as

neutral comments, it is hard to understand the public opinion

about different topics. So we need a more advanced model for

sentiment classification for coronavirus tweets.

B. TF-IDF for sentiment classification of COVID-19 Tweets

Based on the previous work [22] we built a customized

TF-IDF model for tweet sentiment classification. A new

customized TF-IDF method is built for the words in each

tweet’s text which are more relevant to the topics extracted

by LDA topic modeling. A word is considered an important

word if it appears several times in one document(TF), and it

appears less frequently in all relevant documents. We create a

corpus-based on information extracted from the 48 coronavirus

articles, which is available online in the Kaggle dataset.

Then We calculate the multiplication of term frequency in

Inverse-Document-Frequency. The following formula is used

to find similarity for each tweet’s text to positive and negative

COVID-19 comments based on LDA topic modeling.

sim(dj , q) =

∑
i=1 wi,j × wi,q√∑

i=1 w
2
i,j ×

√∑
j=1 w

2
i,q

Table II shows the sentiment classification results from the

TF-IDF method. The number of neutral tweets for each topic

is very high compared to the TextBlob model, and it reduces

the chance of observing the people’s opinion about COVID-

19 with three selected topics. Also, the TF-IDF model’s high

computation time for sentiment classification of COVID-19

tweets affects the algorithm performance. So We need a more

advanced natural language processing model to extract public

opinion based on the deep context of COVID-19 tweets and

increase the sentiment classification accuracy by reducing the

number of neutral tweets. In the next section, we use the

transfer learning approach for sentiment classification.

C. BERT for sentiment classification of COVID-19 Tweets

In this research, we use Bidirectional Encoder Represen-

tations from Transformers (BERT) [23] [24] for sentiment

classification based on the deep context of the tweet’s text.

The successful sentiment classification of the BERT for several

applications has been studied before, and in this work, we

TABLE III
BERT RESULTS FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION OF COVID-19

tweet sentiments
Topics

positive negative neutral
flu 70% 20% 10%
face-mask 35% 45% 20%
politics 35% 40% 25%

use the transformer model for sentiment classification of the

COVID-19 related tweets. The transformer BERT’s bidirec-

tional training is a strong attention model to classify COVID-

19 tweet’s text into negative, positive, and neutral posts.

The BERT model’s main advantages are parallel computation

ability and training unlabeled tweets of COVID-19 in social

media platforms.

For sentiment classification on the tweet’s text, one ap-

proach can be using a feature-based solution such as ELMO

[25], which is a deep contextual word representation. Another

solution is a fine-tuning approach, such as Generative pre-

trained transformer(GPT) [26], but they are not strong models

for sentiment classification of tweets compared with using

BERT [23]. ELMO and GPT both useful in creating language

representation, but BERT is a pre-training of a deep bidi-

rectional transformer, a powerful model for language under-

standing. We use BERT for single sentence classification task

based on SST-2 [27]. SST-2 is Stanford Sentiment Treebank

of binary classification of single sentences based on movie

reviews.

Table III shows the sentiment classification results by BERT

model. As can be seen, the number of tweets classified as

neutral is reduced significantly, and BERT can classify positive

and negative tweets compared with two previous models

(TextBlob, TF-IDF) with more accuracy. The BERT model

can extract the context from COVID-19 tweets with more

precision since it considers the backward and forward history

of each word in each tweet’s text. Reducing the number of

neutral tweets helps us to have deep context extraction about

public opinion about the virus on online platforms. Although

the BERT model provides higher accuracy for sentiment

classification in comparison with previous methods, Since the

training of the BERT is computationally expensive, in the next

section, we use models for the analysis of public opinion,

which can improve the training computation time and provide

the accuracy in sentiment classification as well. Figure3 shows

a comparison of sentiment classification of COVID-19 tweets

based on TF-IDF, TextBlob and BERT. As can be seen, the

BERT sentiment classification accuracy outperformed previous

models in three different topics by providing the minimum

number of neutral comments.

D. RoBERTa for sentiment classification of COVID-19 Tweets

This section examines two other advanced natural language

processing models’ performance to extract the public opinion

about COVID-19 comments on three topics(Flu, Face mask,

Politics). BERT model has several hyperparameters that can

be optimized to improve algorithm performance significantly.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Sentiment Classification of COVID-19 tweets based
on TF-IDF, TextBlob and BERT

TABLE IV
F1-SCORE FOR BERT BASE MODEL BASED ON DIFFERENT

CONFIGURATION OF THE ALGORITHM [28]

dynamic
masking

static
masking

without
NSP

with
NSP

f1-score
for BERT base model

92.9 92.5 92.9 92.8

In this section, we use RoBERTa [28](Robustly Optimized

BERT Approach) model; we apply changes based on several

hyperparameters that can reduce the computation time for

sentiment classification of COVID-19 tweets. In the BERT

base model for masking each tweet’s text, static masking

is used in every training phase. However, using Dynamic

masking based on the tweet’s text in each training phase is

more efficient. Table IV shows how dynamic masking of the

tweet’s text sequence in the RoBERTa model can improve the

performance of the BERT base model. So in this work, we

use dynamic masking for all COVID-19 tweets.

TABLE V
ROBERTA PERFORMANCE BASED ON DIFFERENT BATCH SIZES

256 2K 8K
RoBERTa f1 score
for different
batch size

92.7 92.9 92.8

TABLE VI
ROBERTA RESULTS FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION OF COVID-19

TWEETS [28]

tweet sentiments
Topics

positive negative neutral
flu 75% 20% 5%
face-mask 35% 55% 10%
politics 35% 45% 20%

TABLE VII
ALBERT VS BERT BASE MODEL [33]

model Parameters Layers Hidden Embedding
Parameter
sharing

BERT-base 108M 12 768 768 False
ALBERT-
base

12M 12 768 128 False

Also, in the BERT base model, the next sentence prediction

tasks(NSP) loss have a negative effect on downstream tasks

in natural language processing; the RoBERTa model improves

the BERT model based on the results in Table IV by removing

NSP loss and shows that how the algorithm performance can

be affected by NSP loss. In this work, We remove the next

sentence prediction loss to improve our sentiment classification

model. The batch size in the BERT model’s training plays

an essential role in algorithm accuracy and can affect the

sentiment classification of the COVID-19 tweets; we changed

the batch size based on the Optimized RoBERTa batch size

for the BERT base model. Table V shows that how RoBERTa

can improve the NLP tasks by changing the batch size in

the time of training. Also, larger batch sizes help to use

parallel computation and distributed systems more efficiently

in sentiment classification. Since BERT is trained based on

Book corpus [29] and English Wikipedia, in this work based

on the RoBERTa model, we use a more comprehensive source

of language corpus for our sentiment classification model,

namely: CC-News [30] which is based on the news data

sets, OPEN WEBTEXT [31] which is extracted web contents,

STORIES datasets [32]. We also used the original datasets of

the BERT base model BOOK corpus and English Wikipedia.

The data used to train RoBERTa in this work is 160 GB,

which covers different domains. The results of sentiment

classification of COVID-19 tweets based on the RoBERTa

model are shown in Table VI. As can be seen, the percentage

of neutral tweets reduced compared to when we use the

BERT model. The computation time for training the COVID-

19 tweets for sentiment classification reduced significantly

compared with the BERT base model.

E. ALBERT for sentiment classification of COVID-19 tweets

Although we improve the sentiment classification of

COVID-19 tweets by RoBERTa, the training model and the

memory consumption can be optimized by doing new param-

eter reduction techniques in the BERT base model. In this

section, we examine the ALBERT [33] model for sentiment

classification of COVID-19 tweets. ALBERT model uses two

main parameter reduction techniques to optimize the BERT

base model. First, the ALBERT model divides the larger

embedding of the vocabulary into two small matrices. This di-

vision provides more flexibility for the hidden layers’ size and

makes it independent of vocabulary embedding size. Second,

cross-layer parameter sharing techniques prevent increasing

the number of parameters when the network’s depth increases

in the training phase. These two BERT base model changes

are crucial for our sentiment classification of the COVID-19
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Fig. 4. The new model for disinformation detection

TABLE VIII
ALBERT RESULTS FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION OF COVID-19

TWEETS

tweet sentiments
Topics

positive negative neutral
flu 75% 21% 4%
face-mask 35% 60% 5%
politics 37% 45% 18%

tweets and our new model for misinformation detection in

this research. Table VII shows different parameters that we

consider to improve sentiment classification by the ALBERT

model. Table VIII shows the sentiment classification results

by using ALBERT model. As can be seen, the number of

neutral tweets is less than the RoBERTa model. The main im-

provement here is the time of the training model for sentiment

classification of the COVID-19 tweets, which is significantly

reduced by using the ALBERT model instead of RoBERTa

model. Since during the pandemic, people post many online

comments about COVID-19, the time of the training model

for sentiment classification is very important because of the

huge number of generated tweets. In this work, we choose

the best model for sentiment classification based on accuracy,

computation time, model training time, memory usage, and

parallel computation ability.

We use ensemble learning in the studies by Heidari et al.

[34] to design a final model for misinformation detection.

Figure 4 shows our new model for tweet misinformation

detection. In the first phase of the model, all tweets are

categorized by LDA topic modeling. Then we assign different

sentiment scores to each tweet based on the ALBERT model.

Since there is a possibility that one tweet can be categorized

in more than one topic, three sentiment scores for each

topic will be assigned to each tweet. Based on sentiment

classification accuracy, we choose ALBERT as a sentiment

classification component in this model. We use 120 human

annotators who are provided by Amazon Sagemaker [35]

to make an annotation for 600,000 COVID-19 tweets. Each

annotator needs to label a tweet’s text as information or

misinformation based on CDC reports. This dataset is used as

ground truth to evaluate the accuracy of our new model. As

can be seen in figure 4 ALBERT model generates sentiment

scores for COVID-19 tweets, which is passed as an input of the

Feedforward neural network. In addition to sentiment scores

for each tweet’s text, we consider the tweet’s text as input

to the final neural network classifier. We use GloVe(Global

Vectors) [36], which is statistics of the global English corpus

for each token in a tweet’s text in the word embedding phase.

Sentiment scores of each tweet’s text and word embedding

of the tweet’s text feed the final classifier, a feed-forward

neural network model. The final neural network model has

two hidden layers. The model classifies the tweets into two

categories of information or misinformation. Table IX shows

the performance of the neural network model in the detection

of misinformation as a final classifier in our new model based

on different sentiment classification techniques to generate

sentiment scores. Choosing ALBERT to generate sentiment

scores for COVID-19 tweets makes our new model achieve

high accuracy of 0.91 by the final classifier to detect the

misinformation. Also, RoBERTa can be chosen as the first

component of our new model by achieving the accuracy of

0.82, ranked as a second sentiment classification technique.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce a new model to detect misin-

formation in COVID-19 tweets based on the transfer learning

approach by achieving nearly 90% accuracy. We use more

than twenty different textual information resources based on

the data provided by Twitter, NIH, CDC, Kaggle, George Town

University to develop a model. A COVID-19 misinformation

dataset is created and labeled by human annotators for this

research. This dataset is used as ground truth to evaluate

the final model performance. The deep context extraction of

COVID-19 tweets, the computation time of training, memory

usage, parallel computation ability, and classification accuracy

is optimized in the new model for misinformation detection of

COVID 19. Since we use the transfer learning approach, the

model can classify unlabeled COVID-19 tweets on different

online platforms based on the tweet’s text. The new model and

the new dataset can be used in public research on COVID-19

and Natural language research about the virus.
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TABLE IX
THE NEW MODEL PERFORMANCE BASED ON DIFFERENT SENTIMENT

SCORES GENERATED BY VARIUOS NLP MODELS

Sentiment Classification Models f1-score mcc
TextBlob 0.80 0.76
TF-IDF 0.73 0.65
BERT 0.80 0.75

RoBERTa 0.82 0.79
ALBERT 0.91 0.88
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